Consequence of paraspinal muscle after spinal fusion: an experimental study.
Posterior lumbar spinal fusion is a common surgery of spine. The parapsinal muscular dysfunction was postulated to be due to injured paraspinal muscle inflicted by the surgery. To better understand the muscle dysfunction after spinal fusion, this descriptive study evaluated electrophysiology and histology changes in paraspinal muscle of rabbits with and without fusion. Three New Zealand white rabbits underwent 2-level posterior spinal fusion with instrumentation. Anothor 3 rabbits underwent surgical exposure alone and served as sham control. Pre-operative and follow-up electromyography (EMG) and histological assessment were performed in a 6-month interval. All fusion achieved solid union judged by post-mortem examination. Root mean square (RMS) of EMG showed decrease in both fusion and control group immediately after surgery, but the control group recovered to pre-operative value at 6 months follow-up. At 6 months after operation, the fusion group showed lower RMS in fused region than adjacent region. In term of median frequency (MF) changes, the control group did not show obvious difference between pre- and post-operative period. However, fusion group showed obvious decrease of MF in fusion region, but increase in lower adjacent region. Histology reviewed fatty infiltration in fusion region at 6 months after spinal fusion. In addition, the muscle fiber size presented smaller in fusion region than that of pre-operative status. These results would demonstrate the lower activities and muscle disuse atrophy of paraspinal muscles in the fusion region. While, higher muscular activities were found in the lower adjacent region, which may indicate muscle hypertrophy.